Breakthroughs in medicine and public health often require decades and significant input of resources to spread. Considerable social science literature has explored how and why innovations diffuse \[[@MZT038C1], [@MZT038C2]\], yet the spread of good ideas from bench to bedside for maximum benefit at low cost remains a central challenge. We propose addressing this challenge by looking outside of the traditional innovation diffusion disciplines to a biological model of successful spread: viruses.

Viruses have evolved to spread with maximum efficiency using minimal resources. All viruses are parsimonious, containing far fewer genes and proteins than the cells they target, and yet they spread efficiently. We suggest, therefore, that the mechanism of spread used by viruses may provide a model for the low-cost spread of a novel agent---in this case a health innovation---among complex systems. To explore this concept, we looked to a notorious virus example: HIV.

Five steps of spread from HIV {#s2}
=============================

The human immunodeficiency virus-1 (HIV) spreads efficiently among cells containing ∼20 000 genes \[[@MZT038C3]\] using only 9 of its own viral genes \[[@MZT038C4]\]. The virus uses five essential steps to infect and spread among comparatively far more complex human cells. HIV: (i) binds to pre-existing receptors, (ii) overcomes resistance, (iii) makes its message readable and actionable while introducing slight changes for adaptability, (iv) integrates into the cellular DNA and (v) spreads via existing networks with the help of changes in the environment (Table [1](#MZT038TB1){ref-type="table"}). Here we first describe in detail the process of HIV infection to illuminate these five steps of spread, and then we apply them to the spread of a specific health innovation: hospital practices to reduce treatment delays for patients with ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI). We then explore whether, through this comparison, we have identified essential components of effective spread that can be applied more generally to facilitate the spread of innovations in complex health systems. To address this possibility, we describe a model that we have developed using HIV spread as a conceptual framework combined with evidence from the scale up of family health innovations in low- and middle-income countries. We propose that this model for scale up may provide a powerful and practical new tool to facilitate spreading of innovations among complex human systems, since it follows a biological example that has evolved to spread efficiently: HIV. Table 1The five steps of spread1Bind to pre-existing receptors2Overcome resistance3Make the message readable and actionable while introducing slight changes for adaptability4Integrate into the DNA5Spread via existing networks with the help of changes in the environment

HIV as a model for spread {#s3}
=========================

To establish itself in a human cell, HIV first binds to two specific, pre-existing, boundary-spanning cellular receptors (Step 1) \[[@MZT038C5]--[@MZT038C7]\] and then delivers viral materials, including nine viral genes, into the cell \[[@MZT038C8]\]. To resist HIV infection, the cell deploys antiviral proteins to attack the virus. HIV overcomes this resistance (Step 2) by tricking the cell into discarding its own resistance mechanisms \[[@MZT038C9]\]. HIV then translates its message from RNA into DNA, so that it can be read and used by the cell \[[@MZT038C10]\]. During this translation process, called reverse transcription, many small changes, or mutations, are introduced, which ultimately allow the virus to adapt to additional sources of resistance (Step 3), such as an immune response or antiretroviral drugs \[[@MZT038C11], [@MZT038C12]\]. The viral DNA then integrates into the cellular DNA (Step 4), making infection irreversible. After integration, HIV primarily utilizes extant, routine cellular processes to replicate its genetic material and make more viral material \[[@MZT038C13]\]. HIV then exits the cell and spreads, first to nearby susceptible cells \[[@MZT038C14], [@MZT038C15]\] and then, after immune activation changes the environment and makes many more cells susceptible, throughout the body using existing transit networks, such as the lymph and circulatory systems (Step 5) \[[@MZT038C15]--[@MZT038C17]\]. By extensively employing existing systems in and among cells while using very few of its own genes and proteins, HIV establishes itself and spreads efficiently using very few of its own tools or materials.

Parallels in biological and health systems: a case study in effective spread {#s4}
============================================================================

To explore the potential parallels between spread of HIV among cells and spread of innovation among complex human health systems, we have chosen a recent example of successful spread: hospital practices to promote prompt 'door-to-balloon time' by reducing delays from hospital presentation to percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) for patients with STEMI \[[@MZT038C18], [@MZT038C19]\]. In 2005, less than half of US patients with STEMI had door-to-balloon times within the national guideline of 90 min \[[@MZT038C18], [@MZT038C20]\], even though prompt treatment is critical for survival of patients with STEMI \[[@MZT038C21]\]. By 2010, however, \>90% of patients with STEMI had door-to-balloon times within 90 min \[[@MZT038C18]\]. How did this happen, and did the spread of 90-min door-to-balloon time parallel the spread of HIV?

To address these questions, we suggest the following analogy: the 'virus' in this example is the published scientific information on effective hospital practices to reduce door-to-balloon time and tools for implementing changes, which were packaged in the D2B Alliance, a quality campaign initiated in 2006 to reduce delays between hospital arrival and PCI for STEMI \[[@MZT038C22]\]. The 'cells' are the hospitals that took up practices to reduce door-to-balloon time. We suggest that the innovations to reduce door-to-balloon time spread among hospitals throughout the USA through the five steps shown (Table [1](#MZT038TB1){ref-type="table"}) that are parallel to the spread of HIV infection.

Initially, the D2B Alliance bound to pre-existing 'receptors' in the hospital (Step 1), who were most commonly opinion leaders, such as influential cardiologists, nurses, or quality improvement directors charged with improving performance on publicly reported measures, including door-to-balloon time. Often, the 'receptors,' or what organizational theorists call 'boundary spanners' \[[@MZT038C23]\], had leadership roles in the hospital. Because recommended strategies to reduce door-to-balloon time involved new hospital practices and new roles for emergency department staff, resistance emerged from groups who preferred the *status quo* \[[@MZT038C24]\]. Multiple methods were used to address and overcome resistance (Step 2), including requiring the signature of the hospital chief executive officer on the D2B Alliance enrollment letter, which committed the hospital to meeting the goals of the D2B Alliance. To translate published scientific data into information that hospital staff could readily comprehend and use, the D2B Alliance provided a toolkit and change package with step-by-step instructions for new work processes, making the message of the innovation readable and actionable. During this process, slight changes were introduced (Step 3) as hospitals adapted the recommendations to their specific organizational contexts. Integration of new strategies into the routine practices, or 'DNA,' of the hospital (Step 4) occurred through adoption of new standard operating practices, routine use of door-to-balloon time data feedback processes and emerging organizational norms regarding 90-min door-to-balloon times. Changes in organizational culture \[[@MZT038C22]\] also indicated successful integration, as cardiologists, emergency medicine and Emergency Medical Services collaborated in new ways and shifted practice expectations about door-to-balloon times. Finally, the D2B Alliance utilized existing communication networks to spread information to receptive hospitals. This process was greatly aided by changes in the regulatory and financial environment, including public reporting of door-to-balloon times and pay-for-performance schemes, which increased the susceptibility of hospitals around the country to the new information of the D2B Alliance and facilitated its spread (Step 5).

Spread of innovation to improve health systems: what can we learn from HIV? {#s5}
===========================================================================

Efforts that reduce door-to-balloon time for patients with STEMI can be understood to spread among hospitals throughout the USA using the same five essential steps that HIV employs to spread among cells throughout the body (Table [1](#MZT038TB1){ref-type="table"}). The parallels are remarkable, highlighting the potential of this biological example to be more broadly applicable to the spread of innovations in health systems \[[@MZT038C25]\].

One potentially significant advantage to using HIV as a model for spread in social systems is that this virus has evolved over millennia to spread from cell-to-cell with incredible parsimony and efficiency. If we can envision HIV as analogous to an innovation that has been honed by evolution to fit its target, and the cell as a complex system that has evolved to maintain the *status quo* and resist change, then we may be able to look to HIV infection in order to identify key features and processes of an innovation and a target user group that are indispensible for successful spread.

With this conceptual framework in mind, we developed an evidence-based model with five, practical components to guide implementation and scale up of innovation in health systems \[[@MZT038C26]\]. Our model, which arose from a mixed-methods analysis combining systematic literature review and interviews with \>33 key informants, describes features of scale up common to four different family health innovations in low- and middle-income countries: Depo-provera, exclusive breastfeeding, community health workers and social marketing. The model includes five nonlinear, interrelated components: Assess, Innovate, Develop, Engage and Devolve (AIDED) \[[@MZT038C26], [@MZT038C27]\]. Although the AIDED model was constructed using data from our mixed-methods analysis, its conceptual foundation is the biology of virus spread. In this model, the 'virus' is the innovation, and the 'cells' are the user groups for which the innovation is intended. Each component of the model therefore can be applied to describe not only the spread of an innovation among health systems, but also the spread of HIV among cells, providing a practical, evidence-based tool for innovation diffusion that is grounded in a biological model of efficient spread.

The first three components of the AIDED model, Assess, Innovate and Develop, emphasize the importance of developing an extensive understanding of the user group. By thoroughly assessing a user group to understand its environment, its receptivity and its potential resistance to the innovation, designers and funders of innovations can adapt the innovation for optimal fit, and develop support for the innovation in order to overcome resistance. For HIV, all of these processes have been accomplished by evolution, yielding a virus that can survive in the specific physiological environments where it encounters its target cells, bind to these target cells tightly via pre-existing, boundary-spanning receptors and overcome resistance (Table [1](#MZT038TB1){ref-type="table"}). The key learning of these first three components of the AIDED model is that a successful innovation will have evolved---or have been directed to evolve by the developers and funders---through a deliberate process of extensive assessment, trial-and-error and adaptation, so that it fits tightly and specifically to its target user group and successfully overcomes inevitable resistance.

The final two components of the AIDED model, Engage and Devolve, track very closely to the steps of spread described in Table [1](#MZT038TB1){ref-type="table"}. For the Engage component, the innovation must accomplish three distinct steps: first cross the boundary of the user group via boundary-spanning receptors, next translate the message of the innovation to make it accessible, with a high rate of adaptability, and finally integrate into the routines and norms, or 'DNA' of the user group. For Devolve, the innovation spreads along existing networks, often evolving as it goes. Our research on scale up of innovations in low- and middle-income countries indicated that by the time an innovation spreads, adaptations made by user groups change it, sometimes significantly and sometimes such that it fails \[[@MZT038C26]\]. The same proved to be true with practices to reduce door-to-balloon time, which were sometimes altered by hospital personnel to fit their needs and environment \[[@MZT038C24]\]. HIV, too, changes and adapts through mutation as it spreads, responding to pressures imposed by the immune system and antiretroviral drugs, ultimately generating many distinct variants in an infected individual, some of which are likely to be so altered that they fail to infect additional cells \[[@MZT038C11]\]. If the five steps in Table [1](#MZT038TB1){ref-type="table"} are common to spread at both microscopic and macroscopic scales, then persistent blocking or omitting any one of these steps should lead to failure of innovation spread in the social world.

In our research on scale up of family health innovations in low- and middle-income countries, \[[@MZT038C26]\] we found a few examples of failure resulting from incompletely accomplishing or omitting one of the five components of the model \[[@MZT038C27]\], although failures may be under-represented due to publication bias. We are unaware of systematic empirical tests of failures to spread innovations due to omitting or blocking one of the steps listed in Table [1](#MZT038TB1){ref-type="table"}. For this question, however, we can turn to the biological model for insight. With HIV, each of the steps described in Table [1](#MZT038TB1){ref-type="table"} is required for successful spread: the virus cannot infect cells that lack at least one of the specific, pre-existing receptors it targets \[[@MZT038C7]\], nor can it spread among cells with certain types of internal resistance that the virus is not equipped to counter \[[@MZT038C28]\]. Many antiretroviral drugs block the spread of HIV by interrupting either the boundary-crossing process, translation of the message, integration or spread after release from an infected cell \[[@MZT038C29]\]. This observation at the biological level, bolstered by our research on family health innovations in health systems, suggests that, in theory, the five steps of spread in Table [1](#MZT038TB1){ref-type="table"} are critical, although we have yet to demonstrate this conclusion empirically.

The existing literature on diffusion of innovation is vast, replete with models, theories and frameworks that describe many factors and contingencies for promoting spread. Many of these models incorporate some of the specific features described in Table [1](#MZT038TB1){ref-type="table"}. For example, Rogers \[[@MZT038C2]\] describes certain features of innovations that could also be used to describe HIV, such as reinvention (or adaptability), being simple to use (such as having only nine genes) and the concept of 'innovation-system fit,' (could also be virus-cell fit). These features also proved important for the spread of practices to reduce door-to-balloon time in US hospitals and for the scale up of family health innovations in low- and middle-income countries that we studied \[[@MZT038C24], [@MZT038C26]\]. Greenhalgh *et al*. \[[@MZT038C30]\] have identified additional features of an innovation that also strikingly parallel those of HIV, including the idea of a 'hard core,' which contains the key knowledge of the innovation, and a 'soft periphery,' which is important for the fit of the innovation to the target. The hard, or firm, core of HIV is the viral genes, which contain the biological information that allows the virus to infect and spread, while the soft periphery is the exterior shell of the virus, which allows it to bind and fuse with the cells it targets. For the door-to-balloon innovation, the firm core was the published scientific information on effective hospital practices to reduce door-to-balloon time and tools for implementing changes, packaged in the soft periphery of the D2B Alliance, a quality campaign \[[@MZT038C22]\].

Given that the model for spread described here is founded on an example of spread in a biological system, direct comparison with existing models for innovation diffusion is difficult. We note, however, that some features of the AIDED model are common in other published models, including the 'Conceptual Model for Considering the Determinants of Diffusion, Dissemination and Implementation of Innovations in Health Service Delivery and Organization' developed by Greenhalgh *et al*. \[[@MZT038C30]\] as well as intervention mapping, first described by Bartholomew *et al*. \[[@MZT038C31]\]. Like the AIDED model, these other models emphasize the importance of a thorough assessment to evaluate many features of the potential user, including needs as well as behavioral and environmental factors. All of these models indicate that the implementation and/or spread of a new idea is a complex, nonlinear, iterative process. In addition, the model developed by Greenhalgh *et al*. describes the importance of several of the features identified as important in the AIDED model (among many others), including system readiness, which involves 'receptive context for change,' boundary spanners, with 'ties both inside and outside the organization,' and spread along existing networks \[[@MZT038C30]\]. Despite these intriguing similarities, the AIDED model differs from existing models of innovation diffusion because it is based on virus spread---a process honed by evolution for maximum efficiency using minimal resources---and because it contains only five practical components that may be necessary and sufficient for spread in complex systems.

To illustrate the applicability of the AIDED model to the process of spread in complex health systems, we return to the door-to-balloon example. As described above, the large-scale diffusion of best practices to improve door-to-balloon time spread among hospitals via similar steps as does HIV when spreading among cells, likely involving some quality improvement work within each hospital. We believe that the AIDED model could be employed by quality improvement teams for similar initiatives, as follows. The quality improvement team would assess their environment in terms of its capabilities and challenges, design the intervention (for instance, a set of improved procedures) so that it would fit a receptive user group (for instance, a nursing unit), be adaptable to the particular needs and preferences of each receptive user group (for instance, allowing certain procedures to be altered slightly) and overcome resistance, develop support among the staff on the unit to facilitate take up and further overcome resistance, engage one or more boundary spanners (perhaps a nurse manager), translate the materials into language the unit staff understand easily (for instance, making instructions in pictorial form), embed the new procedures into routines (potentially revising job descriptions and data feedback processes to integrate the new procedures) and then use common networks (for instance, cross-unit, departmental staff meetings or hospital-wide quality meetings) to devolve the improved procedures to staff that are within the professional network of those in the initial unit. The quality improvement team would also need to invest in ongoing assessment and adaptation throughout the devolution of the innovation.

To address the persistent challenge of spreading evidence-based innovations among complex health systems, we have looked outside of the social science disciplines to biology, in which we found an example of efficient spread: HIV. Like all viruses, HIV spreads efficiently through comparatively far more complex systems using very few of its own resources, providing a potentially powerful, evolutionarily-honed example of efficient spread. If HIV can indeed serve as a model for spread, then close observation of its processes could yield potent lessons for health professionals. We suggest that further exploration of the parallel between virus spread and innovation diffusion may provide key insight into processes necessary and sufficient for the efficient spread of parsimonious innovations in complex human systems.
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